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Install the app. Sign up in 3 seconds using Facebook , Gmail or an Email Address! Show your
bike to the world, upload a photo today! Hi Guest, did you know we have a dark style? It might
be easier on the eyes at night time! Try it out here: Style Chooser. JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Chinese 2 stroke- Wiring How To's basic and advanced. Joined
Jan 22, Messages I also have 2 wires coming from my killswitch. I already have black to black
and blue to blue. The thing that lets a lot of builds down is the dodgy job of wiring everything. If
you want your bike to look professional then doing a few things can make your job look clean,
and will also make it more reliable as you wont have wires all over the place loosely held
together. So to take power for a light bulb from the engine or not to is the question? The answer
is not to! Because by taking power from the engine You are actually starving the engine of
electricity needed to generate a spark. It's as simple as that. Better to use an external power
source for lights like a rechargeable battery. Moving on to good wiring practice. There are no
definitive was to do it but I thought id share some of my ideas with you. You can give your
wiring a neat finish by following the steps below. Before we get started you may want to take
the white wire, fold it in half and insert it into the sleeve. The white wire is used to add a 6v light
bulb that is powered from the engine and it is not recomended that you use it, it is just much
better to buy yourself an externally powered one. Take one of the heat shrinks and cut it in half
these will be used to cover the two connections of the CDI unit. The longer piece will be used to
cover the base of the wiring coming from the engine for a nice and clean finish. Connect the
black wire of the kill switch into the blue or green wire of the engine, you can use some solder
here if you like. Now fix the red wire of the kill switch onto the frame by using the top bottle
holder screw and the wiring is complete. Also while your at it, why not cable tie your wires to
the frame. Another good thing to do is seal the sleeve coming out from the bottom of the
engine, I used epoxy resin on mine, but a good dollop of vaseline would do the job. It would be
a good idea to put the CDI inside some sort of small plastic bag to protect it from water too. The
pictures show how the kill switch should be wired up. Alternatively you could make yourself a
much more efficient kill switch by putting a switch on the blue wire; this thread here goes into a
lot of detail in to making one. It puts less strain on your magneto therefore making your parts
more reliable. Any body else have any good ideas to add to this? Last edited: Jul 8, Joined Mar
6, Messages I've always wired black to black, blue to blue, white to one of the throttle wires and
the other throttle wire to the drink bottle holder bolt to earth it. I have never had any electrical
problems and have built and sold many bikes like this. This way saves piggy backing any wires.
Joined May 23, Messages Last edited: Jan 6, Joined Mar 16, Messages Yeah I'd like to add that
doing away with the electrical connectors that come stock with HT motors and changing them
to spade connectors from local auto shop fit much tighter and are less likely to come undone.
Joined May 24, Messages Black, Blue And White Whats the white wire for? Bryan Smith
Member. Joined Nov 28, Messages Mine is wired from engine : Black to black wire and
grounded to frame. Blue to blue wire. White runs to kill switch and to 6v 4 amp headlamp. Other
wire from kill switch to frame ground and also other side of headlamp to frame. If you want more
pep, leave out the headlamp or use low power LED's. Best option is to use external power
source for lights. I used wire the kill switch to the high voltage blue wire, but it kept shocking
me from time to time. The kill switch to white wire works very well. Joined Jun 9, Messages 7.
What about charging For instance, I have a brand new battery, wich i got from the Interstate
battery guy that restocks our shop. I asked him to get me a battery for my bike. A 6 volt, small
amp battery, that could be possible to use on my bike for reserve power or some other electrical
use. But what about charging, could i over charge it, or do i need to build a small regulator.
Mabay it wont even work at all. The Interstate battery guy gave me a 6 volt, 7 ah, sealed, A.
Looks like a tall, thin, pocket bike battery. He gave it to me but said it would be like 20 bucks.
Does any one have any info that they could shed. I havent even put the multi meter on my bike
to see what the charastics of the voltage and amperage were at different r. GearNut Active
Member. Joined Aug 6, Messages 1, The white wire is good for 6 to 7 volts, 3 watts. It will take a
long time before the battery gets overcharged, but safe is better that sorry. Post reply. Brand
new fairings for your full-fairing pocket bike. Whether you are replacing damaged body panels
or just want a different color scheme, these painted and clear coated high-impact pieces are just
what you are looking for. Replace a single piece or get a whole new set for your pocket bike.
Every part ships free! Replace your broken Cagllari fairings or simply give your pocket bike a
fresh new look with a brand new set of fairings in these awesome colors. You may buy each
piece separately or purchase the entire set. Shipping is free for our pocket bike parts. Original
manufacturer replacement windshield for your pocket bike. Replace your broken or cracked
windshield. Shipping is free for parts. After months of hard riding, your bike seat pad may

become worn. Replace it with this OEM rubber or foam piece. Features an ultra-sticky adhesive
back and perfectly aligned screw holes to keep it in place. Seat Pad ships free. Includes all
mounting hardware and pins. Comes in a pair for direct OEM replacement. Shipping is free for
this part. Aluminum alloy construction with mounting Allen bolts. Hard plastic treaded foot rests
for a sure grip. Includes both left and right pocket bike foot pegs. No charge for shipping.
Accidentally damage the pull start on your pocket bike? This OEM replacement center piece will
mount right onto your aluminum case. Includes the entire retracting mechanism, pull cord and
pull handle. Free shipping on this OEM bike part. High quality OEM replacement starter.
Includes entire unit for simple 3-bolt replacement. Strengthened internal mechanisms for even
greater durability. Shipping and Handling is free. This is a high-grade pull starter that not only
features more durable internals and a heat-resistant outer shell, but it is also just as
light-in-weight as the OEM ABS plastic model. This complete unit includes Pull Starter
Assembly and outer metal casing. Shipping is free of charge for this bike part. When replacing
your clutch, a new drum will give your clutch pads a new smooth surface to grab for serious
low-end power. Replacing the drum is like resurfacing your brake rotors when changing your
car's brake pads. This package also includes a new throw-out bearing and new pinion gear as
well. Our pocket bike parts ship free of charge. Replace your clutch assembly for that "new
bike" acceleration. Worn out clutch shoes can cause slippage that robs off-the-line power. This
is a complete drop-in assembly that includes all new parts for your pocket bike. Pocket bike
clutch ships free of charge. If you like drag racing your bike or quad and leaving 4 lengths on
your opponent, this is a must have mod. Racing clutch ships USPS free of charge. OEM
replacement exhaust pipe. Mandrel bent tubing with mounting brackets, muffler, sound
deadening insulation, cap, tension spring and clamp. No cost for shipping. Original equipment
throttle controller
2000 nissan xterra fuel pump relay location
2006 pontiac grand prix transmission
the samba com
with molded rubber grip and metal cable adjuster. Made of high impact ABS resin plastic. Ships
free! MiniPocketRockets is the only store that carries these unique parts. Replace broken brake
levers or just change its color with these brand new brake handles. No charge on shipping for
our parts. After months of hard riding, your chain may become worn and may need replacing.
This OEM chain will fit directly into your bike with minimal installation time. Entire range of
pocket bike parts ship for free. After several months of racing, your rear sprocket may become
worn or chipped from road debris. Replace it with this brand new pocket bike 68 tooth gear.
Sprocket ships at no charge. Change the kill switch on your pocket bike if it is not functioning
as well as it used to due to moisture and dirt contamination. Wiring harness and plug included.
Our parts always ship for free. Pocket Bikes. Dirt Bikes. Mini ATVs. Mini Quads. Bike Parts.
Pocket Bike Info. Pocket Bike Sizes. Pocket Bike Facts.

